
You're talking to the right set of people. That is, people (ie, your target
audience) you've learned from research really need your product (revisit
this guide for my recommended research process). 

You're selling them an outcome. Not a rehearse of how amazing your
SaaS tool is. Not some verbose words, ego-boosting your brand.

Lastly, ensure you're using everything in your arsenal to show (and not
tell) how your product will solve their problems. Things to use include
real customer testimonials, reviews, expert opinions, relevant industry
statistics, etc.

Introduction
 
No single set of words or copywriting genius will turn everyone into your
customer automatically.
 
Therefore, before you even dive into exploring this template, you must
ensure three things:
 

 

 

 
Ultimately, you want your target audience to visualize better outcomes for
themselves (or their business), as they land on you page. To achieve this,
show how people like them are overcoming the same problems your SaaS
tool overcomes. Use this anywhere possible.
 
The idea is that when your copy succeeds in doing this, it'll compel your
target audience to at least trial your product and witness the same results
they saw people like them achieve.
 
To help you, I left references to SaaS websites you can visit to see how
each section in this template should look like.

The Product-Led
Storytelling SaaS

Copywriting Template

This copywriting formula uses stories your ideal customers can relate
with to show (and not tell) how your product will solve their problems.
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Subheading: [Your product] helps
[target audience] get 2-4 important
(SEO-optimized) benefits.

Heading: [Outcome] without
[obstacles] for [ICP No.1]

Section 1, version 01: Hero/Header
See kajabi.com/produck.io

Try [your product] for free

Try [your product] for
freeYour brand/logo

Subheading: [Your product] helps [target audience] get 2-4
important (SEO-optimized) benefits.

Heading: Get [Outcome] without [core
objections] for [ICP No.1]

Try [your product] for free

Your brand/logo

01: Media showing [Your product] solving
most critical target audiences' problems.
 
02: Or, Media showing someone similar to
[Your ICPs] happy to be using [Your
product] to solve most critical target
audiences' problems.

01: Media showing [Your product] solving most critical target audiences'
problems.
 
02: Or, Media showing someone similar to [Your ICPs] happy to have using
[Your product] to solve most critical target audiences' problems.
 
(For this variation, move this section to form part of section 2. If you do so,
just under this media showing your product in action, brag about the
number of companies/users solving problems with your product, using it to
round up section 2. See loom.com/intercom.com)

1-3 relevant action enforcers

1-3 relevant action enforcers

Trusted by
Brand [ICP No.1] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.2] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.3] 
admires

Trusted by XXX number of companies/users relevant to [your target audience].

Try [your product] for
free

Section 1, version 02: Hero/Header
See notion.so/loom.com

Brand [ICP No.1] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.2] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.3] 
admires



Subheading: [Your Product] helps [target audience] overcome
 those [obstacles] without hassles 1-3

Real testimonials by [ICPs]
overcoming most important problem
using your product.
 
Or relevant stat/expert opinion by
thought leader proving the need for
[Your product]

Happy image/video by [ICPs]
 
Or company/thought leader behind
relevant stat/quote.

Section 2, version 01. Ignite Interest/Build Trust
(combines with Section 1, version 01). 
See 2nd sections on shopify.com/kajabi.com's 

Media/sections of your product in action and doing
relevant things, showing your target audience how it works. 

Try [your product] for
free

1-3 relevant action enforcers

See why XXX number of companies/users relevant to [your target audiences].

Brand [ICP No.1] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.2] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.3] 
admires

Heading: Tired of [Obstacles] hindering
[target audience] outcomes?

Subheading: [Your Product] helps [target audience] overcome
 those [obstacles] without hassles 1-3



Section 2, version 02. Ignite Interest/Build Trust
(combines with Section 1, version 02).
See 2nd section on intercom.com

Real testimonial by [ICP] overcoming
one of those obstacles in Heading with
[your product]

Happy image/video of [ICP]

01: Media/copy
showing one
relevant
feature of
[Your product] 

01: Media/copy
showing one
relevant
feature of
[Your product]

01: Media/copy
showing one
relevant
feature of
[Your Product]

Heading: [Obstacles] hindering target
audiences' outcomes

Try [your product] for free

Subheading: [Your Product] makes overcoming
such [Obstacles] fun/easy.

Join XXX number of companies/users relevant to [your target audiences] using your product
Brand [ICP No.1] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.2] 
admires

Brand [ICP No.3] 
admires



Sections 3: Your Product's feature/benefit 01 
See intercom.com/kajabi.com/shopify.com/loom.com

Media showing the feature of your
product solving the problems
(highlighted in bod copy) for
desired benefit in subheading. 

Subheading: Crucial benefit 
desired by ICP No.2

Body copy: How your
product's feature helps ICP
No.2 to get the benefit.

Contextual real testimonial/expert
opinion/stat validating that your
product actually does what it claims.

Text CTA: Learn more (or start trial button).

Media showing the feature of your product
solving the problems (highlighted in bod copy)
for desired benefit in subheading.

Subheading: Crucial benefit 
desired by ICP No.1

Body copy: How your
product's feature helps ICP
No.1 to get the benefit.

Contextual real testimonial/expert
opinion/stat validating that your product
actually does what it claims.

Text CTA: Learn more (or start free trial button).

Sections 4: Your Product's feature/benefit 02 
See intercom.com/kajabi.com/shopify.com/loom.

Sections 3-5: Match Your Product's
Features/Benefits (and Show Relevant Use Cases)

Note: Write the copy of these sections to highlight one feature targeting only one of
your ICPs. Hence, the testimonial you use for each section should also get the targeted
ICP to visualize how people like them are already using a feature of your SaaS tool to
get an important benefit. 

(Use This Heading Copy Before Sections 3-5 Starts): 

Heading: See What Your [Your Product] Can Do
See 2nd/3rd sections on loom.com/notion.so



Sections 5: Your Product's feature/benefit 03 
See intercom.com/kajabi.com/shopify.com/loom.com

Media showing the feature of
your product solving the problems
(highlighted in bod copy) for
desired benefit in subheading.

Subheading: Crucial
benefit desired by ICP
No.3
Body copy: How your
product's feature helps
ICP No.3 to get the
benefit.

Contextual real testimonial/expert
opinion/stat validating that your product
actually does what it claims.

Text CTA: Learn more (or start free trial
button).

Note: You can add more sections like 3-5, as needed. Just ensure you can
show (and not tell) how one of your ICPs will leverage it to reach their
outcomes (eg., see kajabi.com)

Section 6: Show Necessary Integrations (optional)
See section 5 on helpscout.com

Body copy: Your product
seamlessly integrates with
relevant tools [to make target
audience's desired outcome
easier to reach]

See all integrations (link/button

Heading: [Your product] integrates with tools [target
audience] already use/need.

Real testimonial of how your
product integrated with other
tools to reach your ICPs' desired
outcome.

Show brand logos of important tools your target 
audience needs to integrate with.

[Your product] helps [target audience] get 2-4
important (SEO-optimized) benefits.

Try [your product] for free

1-3 relevant action enforcers

brand logo

brand logo

brand logo



Section 7: Capture Undecided Browsers Into Leads (optional) 
See section 9 on produck.io

Subheading: Give browser a reason to download
tool comparison or study or ebook

Heading: Get a copy of 
[tool comparison/study/ebook]

Download Your Copy

Section 8: Show More testimonials (Optional)
See section 14 on kajabi.com/section 7 on loom.com

Heading: XXX number of companies/users in XXX
number of the world trust [Your Product] 

screenshot of
testimonial/revi
ew

screenshot of
testimonial/revi
ew

Section 9: Final Call-to-Action, CTA 
See section 8 on intercom/section 7 on Shopify

Subheading: Start getting 2-4
important (SEO-optimized)
benefits today. Start with our x-
days free trial.

Try [your product] for free

1-3 relevant action enforcers

Heading: Try [Your
Product] Today
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Conclusion
 
Nothing outlined in this template is set is stone. 
 
The action you desire from your site visitors, and the desired
outcome your target audience expect after using your tool
should direct your choice of words and final copywriting. 
 
Thus, always start with research. 
 
Make sure you get to know your target audience as much as
you can: Their needs, their fears, what matters most to them,
and what features they need most. 
 
Once you've done that, gather real customer
reviews/testimonial, showing your SaaS tool handles those
fears and needs excellently. 
 
Lastly, examine your competitors' site copy to ensure you're
differentiating your brand/product. 
 
Those insights/template shows how I go about crafting copy
for my SaaS clients. 
 
So, good luck. 
 
If you have questions or need help, email me:
victor@victoreduoh.com.


